Central Coast GIS User Group
1/9/2013

Minutes

Attendance: Simon, Eli, Lee, Sandy, Paul, Timothy, Seth, Neal, Farhad

Attendees’ current projects are varied and include: annual updates, aquaculture in Willapa, Yaquina and Netarts Bays, water, sewer, and storm system updates, photos looking from Devil’s Lake, shoreline inventory, historic imagery, planning, economic study, septic and water table, customization upgrades for 10.0, AMI, ArcFM

Meeting business: GIS in Action is coming up, next CCGISUG meeting is March 13th at EPA (HMSC), need to look into May dates (10 or 17th?) for our 3rd annual mini conference event.

Presentation: Sandy gave a fascinating digital tour of the sewer system from the outside and the inside. She demonstrated how video from inside the pipes helps to improve the data provided in her GIS data by allowing more accurate locations for sewer laterals. Improved GIS lateral data makes for better utility locating in the future. She also made a point of keeping grease out of pipes by showing grease buildup in a main pipe. The value of quality data was demonstrated as well.

Map Critiques: Sandy brought an antique map/arm bandage/ survival skills cloth

Next Meeting: *EPA/HMSC on March 13th, 2013

*EPA: Environmental Protection Agency
HMSC: Hatfield Marine Science Center